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Geometric-phase backaction in a mesoscopic qubit-oscillator system
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We illustrate a reverse Von Neumann measurement scheme in which a geometric phase induced on a quantum
harmonic oscillator is measured using a microscopic qubit as a probe. We show how such a phase, generated by
a cyclic evolution in the phase space of the harmonic oscillator, can be kicked back on the qubit, which plays the
role of a quantum interferometer. We also extend our study to finite-temperature dissipative Markovian dynamics
and discuss potential implementations in micro- and nanomechanical devices coupled to an effective two-level
system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although it is commonly believed that quantum mechan-
ical behaviors are preclusive characteristics of microscopic
systems, various nonclassical effects have been theoretically
predicted and experimentally observed in massive systems.
In optomechanical devices [1–7] as well as in setups in-
volving superconducting qubits coupled with nanomechanical
resonators [8,9], a variety of quantum behaviors is observable
even at high temperatures and in the presence of strong
dissipative processes. In general, the problem of enforcing
quantumness under unfavorable conditions has received great
attention in recent years, being the topic of great interest
both from a technological and from a fundamental point
of view. In this line of thought, we consider a system
in which genuine nonclassical features not only survive
to temperature and dissipation, but are indeed induced by
these environmental influences. While quantum effects like
entanglement and negative values of Wigner function have
been treated elsewhere [10], here we focus on the study of
the generation and detection of a geometric phase [11,12] in
a harmonic oscillator. In the spirit of previous works [13],
we reconsider the Von Neumann measurement scheme, which
models the measurement process as a coupling between a large
measurement apparatus, used as a probe, and the microscopic
system on which the measurement is performed, under a
“reverse” prospective, using the microscopic system (a qubit)
to measure the geometric phase attached to the macroscopic
one (a harmonic oscillator).

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

To illustrate the idea we consider a general Hamiltonian
model and defer the presentation of a physical scenario suited
for its realization to the second part of this work. We thus take
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a two-level system with logical states {|0!,|1!} (which we dub
the control qubit) coupled with a harmonic oscillator through
the interaction Hamiltonian

Ĥ = h̄!|0!"0| # (b̂†e$i" + b̂ei"), (1)

where b and b† are the annihilation and creation operators for
the oscillator, ! is the coupling constant, and " is a phase that
can be externally adjusted to change the direction of the field’s
quadrature in phase space. As long as ! and " are constant
in time, the unitary operator describing the conditional time
evolution of the system is

Û"(t) = |1!"1| # 1̂ + |0!"0| # D̂[# ], (2)

where D̂[# ] = e# b̂†$# %b̂, with # = $i
! t

0 !e
$i" , is a displace-

ment operator acting on the oscillator. Equation (2) describes
a spin-state-dependent displacement of the oscillator, which
remains unperturbed if the control qubit is in |1! and is
displaced by # if the control qubit is in |0!. By changing "
in time, we can drag the state of the harmonic oscillator along
a nontrivial path in phase space. In particular, by varying "
along a closed loop we can associate a purely geometric phase
to the state of the harmonic oscillator. Following Refs. [14,15],
we assume that the value of " is changed in n time steps $t such
that t = n$t , $#i = #̇i$t , and Û (t) =

"n
i=1 D̂($#i). Recalling

that D̂(%)D̂(&) = exp{iIm(%&%)}D̂(% + &), we have

Û (t) = exp

#

iIm
n$

k=2

$#k

k$1$

l=1

$# %
l

%

D̂

&
n$

i=1

$#i

'

. (3)

In the continuous limit we take
(n

i=1 $#i & # ,
(n

k=2

$#k
(k$1

l=1 $#
%
l &

!
# %d# and assume that " is changed along

a closed loop in a time ' such that # (' ) = # (0). Making use
of Stokes’ theorem [16], we find Û (' ) = eiAD̂(0), withA the
area enclosed by the cyclic path in parameter space [17].

Let us now suppose that the system can be initialized in
the state |((0)! = |+!|%!, where |+! = (1/

'
2)(|0! + |1!) is

the state of the control qubit and |%! is a coherent state of the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The oscillator’s conditional dynamics
pictured in phase space. (a) The oscillator is displaced along a
square whose area is proportional to the phase ) . (b) The oscillator is
displaced while undergoing a dissipative process. Here Û"

$t and D̂$t

are the superoperators describing the unitary and dissipative evolution
of duration $t , respectively.

oscillator. We then change "(t) along a closed path spanned in
a time ' . The joint state of the qubit and oscillator at time '
will be

|((' )! = (1/
'

2)(|1! + e$iA|0!) # |%!. (4)

It should be remarked that Eq. (4) is exact and arises
simply from the conditional oscillator evolution induced by
its coupling to the two-level system as described in Eq. (1).
To better understand this result, we discuss an illustrative
example where we consider a rectangular path implemented
by a stepwise change of ": its value is set to 0 for an interval of
length T and then changed to "n = n*/2 at time t = nT with
n = 1,2,3. As shown above, the state of the qubit acquires a
phase + = A = !2T 2 equal to the area enclosed by the path
[see Fig. 1(a)]. We now stress three important points. First,
although in the above example the phase explicitly depends on
T , it is invariant with respect to the parametrization of the path.
Indeed, if the area enclosed by the path remains unchanged,
even for an arbitrary dependence of # (t) on time, we would
obtain the same result + = A. Second, for a closed loop, +
does not depend on the amplitude % of the initial state of the
harmonic oscillator. Third, the phase acquired by the harmonic
oscillator is kicked back on the qubit state, which takes the
role of a microscopic interferometer. As a final remark, it is
important to stress that the geometric phase addressed here is
a specific result of our interaction model and of the overall
scheme that we have set up.

III. THERMAL AND NONUNITARY CASE

We now address the first two points mentioned above.
As shown by Eq. (4), when the evolution of the system is
purely unitary, the geometric phase picked up by the control
qubit does not depend on the amplitude % of the oscillator’s
initial state. This leaves the value of ) unchanged even if
the initial state of the oscillator is a thermal state ,V =
!

d%P (%,0,V )|%!"%|, where P (%,%0,V ) = 2
*(V $1)e

$ 2|%$%0 |2
V $1 is

the Gaussian thermal distribution centered at point %0 in
the phase space and having variance V = (e& + 1)/(e& $ 1),
with & = h̄-m/kbT (kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is
the temperature of the oscillator). By taking the initial state
,0 = |+!"+| # ,V , it is straightforward to see that a phase
identical to the pure-state case is acquired by the qubit. In

fact, the state at time ' reads ,(' ) = |"!""| # ,V , where
|"! = (|1! + e$i2!2' 2 |0!)/

'
2. The invariance of ) in such

a mixed-state scenario has also been confirmed using the
framework for the evaluation of mixed-state geometric phases
proposed in Ref. [19]. This shows that ignorance of the initial
preparation of the state of the harmonic oscillator does not
affect the possibility of generating and detecting a geometric
phase.

We now assess the potential effects that nonunitary dynam-
ics may have on the occurrence of the geometric phase under
scrutiny. On one hand, the consideration of an explicitly open
dynamics will make our proposal closer to the reality of the
potential experimental situations that are addressed later in this
work. On the other hand, it is reasonable to expect significant
deviations from the results found so far when we are far from
unitarity. We thus consider the oscillator to be affected by dis-
sipation at rate . with the control qubit still evolving unitarily,
a situation that is formally described by the master equation
,̇ = $(i/h̄)[Ĥ ,,] + L̂,, where L̂, = . (b̂,b̂† $ {b̂†b̂,,}/2)
formally describes the oscillator’s damping in a bath at
zero temperature. Although we do not refer to any explicit
experimental configuration, at this stage the analysis that
we perform here agrees very well with the experimental
observations on the open-system dynamics of mechanical
systems available to date [1,8]. While the more realistic effects
of a dissipative thermal bath are discussed later, this case is
pedagogically quite useful, as it allows us to draw a particularly
clear physical picture of the competition between the unitary
displacement in phase space and the dissipative counteraction.
In order to grasp this effectively, we divide the time window
of the evolution in small intervals, each of length $t . Inspired
by the Suzuki-Trotter formula [20], the dynamics can then be
approximated by alternating a unitary evolution described by
Û"

$t, = Û"($t),Û †
"($t) and the purely dissipative propagator

D̂$t, = eL̂$t, [21,22]. After N iterations, we have the evolved
state

,(N$t) =
)
D̂$tÛ

"

$t

*N
,0. (5)

This approach is particularly useful in analyzing a damped
harmonic oscillator. Indeed, the action of the dissipative
superoperator D̂t on the off-diagonal elements of a density
matrix written in a coherent state basis is given by the dyadic
expression [23]

D̂t |/1!"/2| = "/2|/1!1$exp($. t)|/1e
$. t !"/2e

$. t |, (6)

where |/j ! (j = 1,2) are two coherent states. As we are
interested in short-time intervals $t , we take 1 $ exp($. $t) (
. $t . Therefore, the action of D̂$t on the state of our system
results in the displacement of the harmonic oscillator and
the exponential decrease in its initial amplitude %. Moreover,
from Eq. (6) we see that a phase factor is attached to the
off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. Such features
are useful for closing the path across which the oscillator is
displaced. To better stress the role played by dissipation, we
consider a different unitary path in phase space with respect
to the previous example. The path is such that the contribution
to the geometric phase in the nondissipative regime is 0. This
allows us to clearly show how the dissipative process can
induce a geometric phase on the system. Let us consider the
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case in which the phase " is set to 0 for t ) [t0,t0 + T1] and to
* for t ) [t0 + T1,t0 + T1 + T2]. The state at the intermediate
time t0 + T1 is given by ,(t0 + T1) = (D̂$tÛ

0
$t )

N1,0, with
N1$t = T1. Taking the limit $t & 0, this turns out to be

,(t0 + T1) = 1
2 (|1,%1!"1,%1| + |0,%1 $ i&1!"0,%1 $ i&1|
+ e$i)1(%)e$01 |0,%1 $ i&1!"1,%1| + H.c.), (7)

where )1(%) = !%
2. (1 $ e$2.T1),&1 = !

.
(1 $ e$.T1),%1 =%e$.T1 ,

01 = !2

2. 2 [.T1 + 1
2 (1 $ e$2.T1 ) $ 2(1 $ e$.T1 )]. Equation (7)

shows that the state of the oscillator at time T1 is conditionally
displaced by a quantity $i&1. We can now proceed to evaluate
the state of the system at time t0 + T1 + T2 by setting " =
* and taking ,(t0 + T1 + T2) = (D̂$tÛ

*

$t )
N2,(t0 + T1), with

N2$t = T2. This displaces the state of the oscillator by i&2
in the opposite direction to what occurred at T1. The time
interval T2 is chosen such that the oscillator displacement $i&1
accumulated during T1 is canceled [24]. By calling '̃ = T1 +
T2, the final state reads

,(t0 + '̃ ) = 1
2 [1 + e$0(e$i)(%)|0!"1| + H.c.)]

# |%e$. '̃ !"%e$. '̃ |, (8)

where

) (%) = !%
1 $ 2e$.T1 + e$2.T1

. (2 $ e$.T1 )
, 0= !2

2. 2
0̃(. ,T1,T2), (9)

with 0̃(. ,T1,T2) a dimensionless function that behaves as . 3

for . & 0, thus ensuring that 0 & 0 as . & 0 [25]. On the
other hand, the phase ) (%) goes to 0 when . & 0, as expected
from our choice of the path in the dissipative case. It is easily
seen that the phase ) (%) gained by the oscillator in this process
is equal to the area A enclosed by the displacement path
in parameter space, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The detectability
of this phase depends on the function 0, which determine
the decoherence rate for the off-diagonal terms in ,(t0 + '̃ ).
Indeed, in order to achieve a nonvanishing phase, we should
ensure that 0 * 1. Remarkably, while ) (%) depends on the
amplitude of the initial coherent state,0 does not. Surprisingly,
by choosing !/. * 1 (which embodies the weak-coupling
condition between the oscillator and the control qubit), the
requirement 0 * 1 is fulfilled. On the other hand, we can
achieve any value of ) (%) by making an appropriate choice for
the value of %, so as to compensate for the conditions required
for a negligible damping.

This analysis can be extended to the case of a nonzero-
temperature bath for which the dissipative part of the dynamics
is accounted for by the Liouvillian L̂T , = . (n + 1)(b̂,b̂† $
{b̂†b̂,,}/2) + .n(b̂†,b̂ $ {b̂b̂†,,}/2). A dynamical approach
fully analogous to the dyadic-based one used above can be
adopted, following the lines of Ref. [18]. In this case, the
damping of a coherent state can be expressed in terms of
displaced number states weighted by a thermal probability
distribution determined by the actual value of n. Yet the
geometric phase can still be tracked for moderate temperatures,
up to 0.1 mK, which marks the threshold above which thermal
effects wash out the effect at hand, making the closure of a
path in phase space basically impossible.

The approach described above can be applied so as to
evaluate the effects on the geometric phase due to the thermal

preparation of the state of the oscillator undergoing dissipative
dynamics. We thus assume that the initial state of the oscillator
is the displaced thermal state ,

%0
V =

!
d%P (%,%0,V )|%!"%|.

Following the lines sketched so far, we arrive at the evolved
state

,
%0
V (t0 + '̃ ) =

+
d2%P (%,%0,V ),(t0 + '̃ ), (10)

where ,(t0 + '̃ ) is given by Eq. (8). In light of the dependence
of the phase ) on the amplitude % [as shown right after Eq. (8)],
the control qubit and the oscillator end up in a correlated state.
This complicates the calculation of the overall geometric phase
associated with ,

%0
V (t0 + '̃ ). Nevertheless, it is still possible

to evaluate the geometric phase by adopting the framework
developed in Ref. [19], which is based on the probability that a
measurement over the state of the control qubit has outcomes
{|+!,|$!} (with |±! = (|0! ± |1!)/

'
2). In order to understand

this, let us first consider the state in Eq. (8) and project the
control qubit onto the {|±!} basis. The corresponding outcome
probabilities are given by P± = "±|Trm{,(t0 + '̃ )}|±!, where
Trm denotes the partial trace over the oscillator’s degrees of
freedom. A straightforward calculation shows that P± = [1 ±
v cos ) (%)]/2, where v = e$0 . This reminds us of the fringes
of an interferometer whose visibility is v: the state of the
composite qubit-oscillator system evolves along two branches
(one associated with |1! and the other with |0!), which can be
seen as two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The two
components of the state of the system that have undergone the
evolution ruled by Ĥ (and possibly the dissipative dynamics
considered here) are then allowed to interfere by projecting
the qubit state onto the superposed basis. This analysis offers
us an operative interpretation of ) (%). In fact, by changing it,
the probabilities P± change, reaching the complete inversion
when ) (%) = * . Therefore, ) (%) can be seen as the inversion
of the outcome probabilities P±. We can attach an analogous
meaning to the phase associated with a mixed initial state.
We thus now consider the state in Eq. (10), which gives us
P± = (1 ± |1| cos[)̃ ])/2 with )̃ = arg(1) and

1 = v

+
d2%P (%,%0,V )ei)(%). (11)

As in the case of a pure state, the phase )̃ is opera-
tively defined through the inversion of the probabilities P±.
Figure 2(a) shows these quantities against the initial dis-
placement %0 and the temperature V. Although the visibility
of the fringes decreases with increasing temperature, it is
possible to see a population inversion even for high values
of V. Another very interesting situation is that in which the
initial state is a nondisplaced thermal state; i.e., the Gaussian
distribution in Eq. (10) is centered in # = 0. The behavior
of the outcome probabilities P± versus the thermal variance
V is shown in Fig. 2(b). A higher temperature results in an
increase (decrease) in P$ (P+). The partial inversion of the
probabilities is due to the average geometric phase )̃ (%) picked
up by the oscillator during the process.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown how to generate a geometric
phase on a system in which a qubit is coupled to a harmonic
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Probabilities P+ and P$ versus the displacement %0 and the parameter V for !/. = 0.05 and .T1 = 20. (b) The
same probabilities versus V for %0 = 0 and the same parameters as in (a).

oscillator. The phase can be detected using the qubit as
an interferometer. We propose systems combining effective
two-level devices to mechanical modes as potential scenarios
for the implementation of our proposal [1,9]. In the nanoscale
domain, Hamiltonian models of a form close to the one
proposed here can be achieved by capacitatively combining
a nanocantilever to a Cooper-pair box or growing a quantum
dot on a nanobeam [9,26]. At the microscopic scale, on
the other hand, the coupling in Eq. (1) can be engineered
by means of a three-level atom trapped within the volume
of a pumped optomechanical cavity field and off-resonantly
coupled to the latter [10]. Analogous configurations have been
proposed recently [27] as valid alternatives to consolidated
schemes for the coupling between a mechanical mode and the
vibrational degrees of freedom of a single atom, an ensemble of
atoms, or a levitating nanoparticle [27,28]. Under the presence
of a dissipative environment and for a mixed thermal state
of the oscillator, the geometric phase can still be observed
under conditions over the coupling between the qubit and
the oscillator that can be matched experimentally [1,8]. For
a nanobeam with a fundamental frequency of +100 MHz
coupled to a superconducting qubit at a rate ! + 1 MHz and
having a (realistic) decay rate of +1–10 MHz, which are values
well within the validity of our approach, a temperature of 0.5 K
keeps the probabilities P± at the visible level by driving the
mechanical mode with a two-tone signal [29], which is possible
optically and electrically, thus covering both the micro- and
the nanoscale configurations. In the first scenario, one could
consider, for instance, a single Cs atom coupled to a light
mechanical resonator (masses are typically in the nanogram
range) in both the end mirror and the membrane-in-the-middle
arrangements [1], as recently considered for the problem
of coupling the external degrees of freedom of an atom

to the vibrations of a massive mechanical oscillator [27].
High-finesse cavities with small waists are currently employed
in controllable optomechanical experiments (finesse of +105

with a waist of a few micrometers), thus guaranteeing a
strong enough light-atom interaction that is suitable for the
achievement of the effective Hamiltonian model proposed in
Eq. (1). For the examples discussed here, all the experimental
observations that are currently available are in full agreement
with a Markovian description of the dynamics induced by
the thermal background of phonons affecting the mechanical
oscillator, thus making our study perfectly appropriate. Our
proposal moves along the lines of an investigation assessing
quantum effects in macroscopic systems. It enlarges the fan
of indicators of quantumness at the mesoscale with a figure
of merit, the geometric phase, that arises by virtue of the
sole coherent qubit-oscillator interaction and survives against
plainly adverse operating conditions.

Note added. Recently, a related article appeared reporting
on the experimental generation of a Berry phase in the field
of a planar microwave resonator coupled to a superconducting
qubit [30]. The analysis presented there is fully in line with
our proposal.
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